
AP Lit & Comp
10/2 & 10/3 ‘19

1. Socratic seminar for Brave New World

2. Socratic circle reflection

3. Writing the theme essay or OEQ

4. For next class…



Here’s what today’s Socratic circles look like

• Half of you will be set up in a circle of desks 
(facing inwards); you are the OUTER CIRCLE. 

• The other half of you will be sitting on the floor 
inside that circle; you are the INNER CIRCLE. 

• Inner circle members will discuss first, while outer 
circle members use the back channel to contribute 
(silently) to the discussion. 

• Then, outer circle members will give thoughtful, 
specific, non-baloney feedback to the inner circle 
about their performance. 

• Then we flip and repeat the process.



ABOUT THE BACK CHANNEL

• The backchannel is here: 

• http://backchannelchat.com/Backchannel/9awm2– M4

• http://backchannelchat.com/Backchannel/wav98–G2

• Use a name that makes clear it’s YOU so I can give you 

credit for your contributions. 

• Use the BC to add things you WOULD’VE added if 

you’d been in the inner circle, OR to give specific, 

thoughtful kudos to participants who just BLEW 

YOUR MIND with their brilliant observations.

• You may also discuss with each other things you would 

like to have seen the inner circle converse about. 

http://backchannelchat.com/Backchannel/9awm2
http://backchannelchat.com/Backchannel/wav98


EXPECTATIONS
• I contribute thoughtfully to the discussion a number of times.

• I support the things I say with specific evidence from the novel.  

• My contributions, at times, pay close attention to authorial intent 
and purpose.

• My contributions indicate a strong understanding of 
characterization and motivation.

• My contributions, at times, utilize direct quotes as support of my 
thoughts and opinions.

• I build on the comments made by other students to help the group 
come to a deeper understanding.

• I attempt high level discussion skills like playing the devil’s 
advocate, asking follow up questions, answering with specific textual 
support, etc.

• I treat other members of the discussion with respect even/especially 
if I don’t agree with them.



HOW’D IT GO?

• Complete the reflection thoughtfully, 

honestly, and reflectively.  Submit both 

your prep work and the reflection on 

Classroom.



Essay #3 – The Open-Ended Essay

• Also known as: the open ended question or the free response 

essay.  This essay focuses specifically on theme.

• This essay will give you a specific prompt and you will choose 

a piece of literature to use when addressing that prompt.  

• College Board will always provide you with a list of 

approximately 20 works to choose from; however, you can 

also choose any work of literary merit from your mental 

arsenal to use, even if it’s not on the list.

• The anchor texts we read this year will fit a number of likely 

prompts. Additionally, you will prep with novels you’ve read 

from other years as well.



Essay #3 – The Open-Ended Essay

• This essay will be anywhere from 3-6 paragraphs in length.  You will 

have 40 minutes to write it.

• This essay is ALL ABOUT THEME.  MOWAW = meaning of the 

work as a whole.

• You will start the essay with a theme statement (like you wrote for 

BNW) which you will turn into a thematic thesis statement.

• Then, jump right into the body of your essay with the first example 

of HOW the author demonstrates that theme.

• You will need to use specific characters or situations from the work 

to demonstrate how the theme is illustrated.



Essay #3 – Sample Prompts

• Novels and plays often depict characters caught between colliding cultures -

- national, regional, ethnic, religious, institutional. Such collisions can call a 

character’s sense of identity into question. Select a novel or play in which a 

character responds to such a cultural collision. Then write a well-organized 

essay in which you describe the character’s response and explain its 

relevance to the work as a whole.

• One of the strongest human drives seems to be a desire for power. Write 

an essay in which you discuss how a character in a novel or a drama 

struggles to free himself or herself from the power of others or seeks to 

gain power over others. Be sure to demonstrate in your essay how the 

author uses this power struggle to enhance the meaning of the work.



Essay #3 – Sample Prompts

The meaning of some literary works is often 

enhanced by sustained allusion to myths, the Bible, 

or other works of literature. Select a literary work 

that makes use of such a sustained reference. Then 

write a well-organized essay in which you explain the 

allusion that predominates in the work and analyze 

how it enhances the meaning of the work as a whole.



Essay #3 – Sample Prompts

A critic has said that one important measure of a 

superior work of literature is its ability to produce 

in the reader a healthy confusion of pleasure and 

disquietude. Select a literary work that produces 

this “healthy confusion.” Write an essay in which 

you explain the sources of the “pleasure and 

disquietude” experienced by the readers of the 

work and how this enhances the meaning of the 

work as a whole.



Essay #3 – Sample Prompts

A critic has said that one important measure of a 

superior work of literature is its ability to produce 

in the reader a healthy confusion of pleasure and 

disquietude. Select a literary work that produces 

this “healthy confusion.” Write an essay in which 

you explain the sources of the “pleasure and 

disquietude” experienced by the readers of the 

work and how this enhances the meaning of the 

work as a whole.



Now, let’s look at how you’d go about 

writing a theme focused essay

• Let’s use this prompt:

• Novels and plays often depict a character caught 

between colliding cultures whether they are regional, 

ethnic, religious, or institutional. Such collisions can 

call a character's sense of identity into question.  Select 

a character from Brave New World who responds to 

such a cultural collision. Describe the character's 

response and explain its relevance to the work as a 

whole.



Novels and plays often depict a character caught between colliding cultures 

whether they are regional, ethnic, religious, or institutional. Such collisions 

can call a character's sense of identity into question.  Select a character 

from Brave New World who responds to such a cultural collision. 

Describe the character's response and explain its relevance to the work as a 

whole.

So…what do I need to figure out first to write this essay?

1. Which character will I choose?

2. What is the “cultural collision” this character experiences and how does it 

impact his/her identity? 

3. How could this character’s response to that cultural collision help Huxley 

deliver one of his novel’s themes? (so I have to pick a theme from BNW)

4. How do I write this into a thesis statement?

5. Working with a partner, figure out and write down your thoughts for #’s 1-4 

above.  Your end goal is a strong thesis statement for this prompt.



Novels and plays often depict a character caught between colliding 

cultures whether they are regional, ethnic, religious, or institutional. 

Such collisions can call a character's sense of identity into question.  

Select a character from Brave New World who responds to such a 

cultural collision. Describe the character's response and explain its 

relevance to the work as a whole.

Here’s a sample:

In the novel Brave New World, Aldous Huxley uses the character 

of Lenina to contemplate the importance of moral values in a 

society, ultimately revealing that a society lacking free thought and 

individuality is bound to become one without moral values. 

Write a thesis statement for this prompt.



Find a partner.

Share your thesis statements with each other and 

choose which one you like the best.

Add it to the shared doc on Classroom.  

Now, decide what evidence from the novel you’ll 

use as support.

Your thesis statement will be your introductory 

paragraph.  

Your support will be your body paragraphs.

Write at least two strong topic sentences for your 

support.

Add those to the doc.



FOR NEXT CLASS…

• Be working on drafting your college application 

essay.  A completed (but not final) draft is due 

Tues 10/8 (M) / Weds 10/9 (G).

• Get yourself a copy of Frankenstein – you need 

the original 1818 version.

• Here’s the link to one on Amazon.

https://www.amazon.com/Frankenstein-Modern-Prometheus-Annotated-introduction-ebook/dp/B01CD4OCVI/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1471904087&sr=1-1&keywords=annotated+Frankenstein+original+edition

